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Having completed my higher secondary school studies, I have decided to craft a happening career 

out of what started as a pass time. Although I have learned cooking as a leisure pursuit, I realize 

its immense professional scope and wish to start my journey through a structured academic 

program. Pursuing the culinary management course offered by the prestigious Niagara College in 

Canada, I wish to make the first steps towards my career as a professional chef. 

I discovered the joy of cooking when helping my aunt with her bakery during summer vacations. 

It was a small local bakeshop with just a few varieties of eatables. But whatever was available was 

remarkably toothsome and popular in the locality. In the first week, I helped with weighing the 

ingredients, arranging the snacks, and cleaning the dishes. Gradually, I was allowed to execute 

more responsible jobs like kneading the dough. I still remember the satisfaction of taking out my 

first set of buns, hot from the oven. At that very moment, I knew that I had found a hobby for 

myself. 

After returning home, I started trying my hands on cooking. My early teachers were the YouTube 

channels of famous chefs like Gordon Ramsey and Sanjeev Kapur, among others. Later, I joined 

the Kid’s Cooking Club which orderly taught the basics of culinary arts, ranging from the proper 

way of holding a cutting knife to finer techniques like slicing, dicing, and mincing. With practice, 

I gained the confidence to participate in junior-level cooking competitions. Last year, I bagged the 

3rd position at the Little Chef reality show. 

As my school studies neared their conclusion, I was pressured to select a course for higher studies. 

I was in a dilemma and found it a hard choice to make, as my ambitions kept changing from 

childhood. My parents sent me to a career guidance center to help me find out what suits me the 

best. My indecisiveness washed away quickly as soon as I learned about the scope of cooking as 

a career. Till that point, I had considered cooking only as a hobby. 

On further reflection, it became clear to me that a career as an executive chefs suits me well. For 

one thing, I enjoy cooking and experimenting with a blend of flavors. I have considered cooking 

as an art and science. There are a lot of things where you have to stay precise. However, from the 

mixing and matching of ingredients to the final arrangement of the entrée on the platters, food 

preparation allows a whole lot of artistic freedom to its practitioners. This fine balance between 

creative liberty and methodical precision made the career a favorable option for me. 

I decided to master culinary management from a Canadian university on the basis of many reasons. 

Firstly, the nation offers schooling at a more reasonable rate than countries like the USA and 

Australia, while delivering a comparable quality of education. As a highly progressive nation, 

Canada has been quick to accept and adopt gastronomy from across the world. This would be 

highly favorable for getting acquainted with authentic cuisines from different cultures. I also look 

forward to the opportunity of completing an internship in a hotel with global excellence. This will 

give me a chance to get a glimpse into the hotel management aspects and the work environment in 

a fast-paced professional setting. 



The degree program in Culinary Management offered by Niagara College impressed me with its 

inclusiveness. The curriculum covers everything from advanced cooking skills to kitchen 

management. The high rate of the foreign student population at your institution is another factor 

that strongly influenced my decision. This will provide the opportunity to interact with and learn 

from peers who are genuinely interested in the art of cooking. It is encouraging that your college 

also sees to it that the students get an internship in a first-rate restaurant in the country. 

I recognize the financial demands of pursuing this course from Canada. My parents have saved 

sufficient money for my college education and will be sponsoring the funds for this educational 

pursuit. The paperwork proving our financial capacity is being submitted along with this statement 

for your verification. 

After completing this course, I will return to India to start my life as a professional chef. The Indian 

society is known for its affection towards novel food cultures. Skilled gourmet chefs who can 

reproduce intercontinental flavors in their complete genuineness are highly sought after by the 

leading restaurants. With this qualification, I will be able to join one of these establishments as a 

culinary artist. However, my ultimate dream is to start a hotel that delivers an authentic cross-

cultural blend of tastes. To this end, I need to refine my management skill by undertaking an MS 

in Hotel Management later on. Presently, I am focusing on the culinary management program that 

your college offers. Being a part of the holistic learning environment will streamline my career 

significantly. 
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